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Abstract

This paper delves into the significance and challenges of Artificial Intelligence (AI) ethics and justice in terms of Common Good and Well-being, fairness and non-discrimination, rational public deliberation, and autonomy and control. Initially, the paper establishes the groundwork for subsequent discussions using the Academia Sinica LLM incident and the AI Technology R&D Guidelines of the National Science and Technology Council (NSTC) as a starting point. In terms of justice and ethics in AI, this research investigates whether AI can fulfill human common interests and welfare. Taking AI injustice as an example, I analyze the practical assessment of AI regarding regional, industrial, and social impacts. Further, this paper discusses the challenges of fairness and non-discrimination in AI, specifically addressing the issue of training on biased data, discussing the acquisition of bias by AI and post-processing supervision issues, and emphasizing the importance of rational public deliberation in this process. Then, this research examines the challenges and countermeasures the rational public faces in public deliberation, such as the importance of education in STEM scientific literacy and technological capabilities. Finally, in discussing AI and autonomy, I propose a 'Human-Centered Approach' rather than relying solely on the 'Technological Utility Maximization' brought by AI to achieve substantial AI justice.
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I. The Academia Sinica LLM Incident and the NSTC's AI R&D Guidelines

Before the release of OpenAI's large language models in October 2022, significant concerns in AI justice and ethics primarily revolved around the application of AI in autonomous vehicles, military drones, and medical diagnostics. However, the launch of OpenAI’s ChatGPT large language model (chatbot robot) towards the end of 2022 brought dramatic and impactful changes to academic research in various fields and the general public's perception of AI justice and ethics (Li et al., 2023; Huang et al., 2023; BaHammam et al., 2023; Yi et al., 2023; Wang et al., 2023).

The societal impact of AI is evident from the recent large language model (LLM) incident at Academia Sinica, which stirred significant social and political concerns about AI in Taiwan. In summary, the incident began when Academia Sinica, on the eve of October 6th (National Day), released an open-source Traditional Chinese large language model developed using Llama 2, CKIP-Llama-2-7b[1-2]. The model's initial presentation as a specialized non-general purpose language model for Ming and Qing dynasty research led to misconceptions of it being a general-purpose Traditional Chinese model, raising greater expectations. Upon widespread use, it was found that the model's responses lacked localization, often using Simplified Chinese terms and politically incorrect responses, sparking widespread debate. Academia Sinica subsequently withdrew the model four days after its release, promising to implement stricter review processes in future research outputs to prevent similar issues. This incident reflects Taiwan's high expectations for localized large language models and highlights the importance of developing such models indigenously.

Researcher Li Yu-Jie(李育杰) from Academia Sinica's Center for IT Innovation noted that owning a large language model is crucial for Taiwan, especially as models provided by OpenAI and Meta exhibit data bias, particularly in collecting Chinese language data. To ensure models are more aligned with local languages and styles, Li emphasized the importance of initial data selection, which must be local and diverse, covering various themes, and should exclude inappropriate terms. Additionally, developing and using LLMs could involve privacy and ethical issues, such as collecting and using personal data. Hence, corresponding policies and laws are needed to regulate and manage the use of such technologies to prevent negative societal impacts[3-8].


Taiwan's stance and government measures on AI's political and social issues are as follows: Based on the "Digital Nation and Innovative Economic Development Plan" (2016) announced by NCC and "Taiwan's AI Development Action Plan" (2018) announced by the Executive Yuan, Taiwan has been striving to develop leading AI
II - Can AI Achieve Common Good and Well-being? On AI Epistemic Injustice

Some scholars and the public may be naïvely optimistic about the development of AI technology, believing that the era of AI will shape a world where "knowledge is no longer the patent of specific groups, knowledge knows no borders, and sharing is boundless" thereby promoting the Common Good and Well-being of humanity as a whole (see Su, 2023). However, this optimistic attitude may need to be revised.

Taking the incident of Academia Sinica's large language model(LLM) in Taiwan in 2023 as an example, constrained by a budget of only three hundred thousand NTD[2], the trained Traditional Chinese large language model CKIP-Llama-2-7b suffered from an inadequate corpus, ultimately leading to its controversial withdrawal from use; in contrast to ChatGPT's large language model(LLM), which was supported by a training, server, and maintenance budget exceeding one hundred billion U.S. dollars[10]. There is a visible 'benefits and welfare' gap between CKIP-Llama-2-7b and ChatGPT; one of the main causes is the 'AI Injustice' arising from asymmetries in information, corpus databases, funds, and technology. The basic requirements for large language models and deep machine learning include powerful GPUs for computation, high-performance HGX platform servers, and large corpora for training, necessitating a substantial engineering workforce for training and adjustments (Dettmers et al., 2022; Gururangan et al., 2023; Narayanan et al., 2021). Thus, the original expectation of some scholars that AI technology could democratize knowledge may significantly differ from reality: "Knowledge and technology will serve those with more resources." This outcome evidently fails to achieve the vision of 'knowledge without borders, shared without limitations.' Following this logic, the same 'AI Injustice' will inevitably occur among entities with asymmetrical resources (especially in technology and funding): between nations, governments and corporations, and corporations and individuals. For instance, some countries or organizations may have access to large datasets and advanced technology, while others may lack these resources.

The rapid development of AI technology brings opportunities but also a host of ethical and justice issues. When discussing the shaping of an era where "knowledge is no longer the patent of specific groups, knowledge knows no borders, and sharing is boundless" through AI, we must recognize that this optimistic expectation may be challenged by asymmetries in resources stemming from social and structural power
imbalances, which have been widely discussed in AI ethics literature (Birhane et al., 2022). The Academia Sinica CKIP-Llama-2-7b incident is a clear example of resource asymmetry. When a country or organization's funding is limited, the development and application of its AI technology are likely to be restricted. This asymmetry in resources reflects not only in financial capital but also in technology, data, and talent. When a country, organization, or research unit has limited funding, the development and application of its AI technology are likely to be constrained. This asymmetry in resources is not only about pure capital investment but also spans across interdisciplinary technology, data corpora, and diverse talent pools. Some advanced countries or corporate organizations may possess larger datasets and more advanced technology. In contrast, others may lack these resources (Leavy & O'Sullivan, 2020), leading to an increasing gap in resource asymmetry.

Furthermore, when we expect AI technology to promote 'Common Good and Well-being,' we must also recognize that certain groups or individuals might monopolize this technology. This means that while AI technology has the potential to facilitate global knowledge sharing, in practice, it may be controlled and utilized by resource-rich groups. Thus, when discussing ethical and justice issues of AI, we must consider these potential risks and challenges. Only through equitable and transparent means can we ensure that AI technology genuinely serves humanity's Common Good and Well-being (Taiwo et al., 2023).

The rapid advancement of AI technology has not only led to breakthroughs on a technological front but has also given rise to a series of ethical and justice-related issues. These issues are often associated with resource asymmetry, technology fairness, and how specific groups control and exploit technology. When we hope that AI technology can foster an era where "knowledge is no longer proprietary to certain groups, knowledge knows no borders, and sharing is limitless," we must delve deeply into these ethical and justice issues. Firstly, the development and application of AI technology are subject to resource constraints, encompassing not just financial aspects but also technology, data, and expertise. Such resource asymmetry could restrict technological development and application, thereby impacting the fairness and justice of technology (Leavy & O'Sullivan, 2020). Moreover, resource asymmetry may lead to the control and exploitation of technology by specific groups or individuals, posing a severe challenge to the fairness and justice of technology (Birhane et al., 2022). Secondly, the development and application of AI technology are also influenced by ethical considerations. In recent years, scholars and experts have explored the ethical issues surrounding AI technology and have proposed a range of guiding principles and recommendations (Mittelstadt, 2019). However, these guidelines and recommendations often lack practical operability and may be limited by resources and controlled by specific groups in their actual application (Pant et al., 2022).
III. Can AI Achieve Common Good and Well-being? Social Impact Assessment

Overall, to ensure that AI technology truly serves the Common Good and Well-being of all humanity, from the perspective of AI justice, we can approach this from a more practical standpoint:

1. Regional Variations in AI Technology:

   The development of AI technology demonstrates significant regional differences. For example, the United States and China have taken leading positions in the research and application of AI technology, thanks to their robust economic foundations, wealth of technical talent, and substantial government support (Chan et al., 2021). In contrast, Africa and some Southeast Asian countries are lagging in AI development, primarily due to insufficient funding, technical talent, and infrastructure (Blasi et al., 2021). Such regional technological disparities not only affect the global competitive standing of nations but may also exacerbate international technological inequalities (Hagerty & Rubinov, 2019). With globalization, the differences in AI development and application between regions are increasingly attracting international attention.

   These regional disparities reflect the competitive capacity of nations in technological development and reveal the reality of global technological inequality. To narrow this gap, many countries and international organizations are seeking opportunities for technology transfer and collaboration. For instance, the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) has initiated several AI technology cooperation projects aimed at assisting developing countries in improving their AI research and application capabilities. However, these technology transfers and collaborations also face many challenges, such as intellectual property protection, technology standardization, and talent training (Park, 2023). The regional disparities in AI technology are also closely related to the economic development levels of countries. On one hand, technological development can promote economic growth and innovation, enhancing national competitiveness; on the other hand, technological disparities may exacerbate economic inequalities, placing greater pressure on disadvantaged nations and regions (Li et al., 2023).

   To reduce regional disparities in AI technology, education and training are key factors. Many countries have recognized this and are investing in AI education and training programs to cultivate more technical talent. Closing the regional gap in AI technology requires the collective effort of the international community. Nations should strengthen cooperation, share technology and experience, and provide technical assistance and financial support to developing countries. Additionally, international organizations such as the United Nations, the World Bank, and the International Monetary Fund should also play their roles in promoting the international equity, justice, and sustainability of AI technology. (Kuhlman et al., 2020; Madaio et al., 2021; Ho et al., 2023; Viberg et al., 2023; Kacperski et al., 2023).
2. Industrial Applications of AI Technology:

At the industrial level, the application of AI technology also presents different competitive landscapes. For example, the finance and healthcare industries are the most widespread domains of AI applications, with leading companies like JPMorgan Chase and Siemens Healthineers optimizing business processes, enhancing service quality, and innovating products through AI (Andreu-Perez et al., 2018). However, the agricultural and manufacturing sectors are relatively behind in AI application, mainly due to a mismatch between the characteristics and demands of these industries and AI application scenarios (Lu et al., 2023; Nelson et al., 2023). The application of AI technology in various industries depends not only on the maturity of the technology but also on industry characteristics, market demand, and the policy environment.

There are further explore the application and challenges of AI technology in different industries. For instance,

(i) Finance: the finance sector is an early adopter of AI, particularly in risk assessment, investment strategy, and customer service. Many banks now use AI for credit scoring to assess customer credit risk more accurately (Adekunle et al., 2023). Moreover, AI is employed in high-frequency trading and asset management, aiding investors in making better decisions (Maple et al., 2023; Rasouli et al., 2023).

(ii) Healthcare: AI's application in healthcare is widespread, from disease diagnosis to drug development (Ting et al., 2018). Google's DeepMind, for example, has developed an AI algorithm capable of quickly and accurately diagnosing eye diseases, significantly improving diagnostic accuracy and efficiency (Cheung et al., 2019). AI is also utilized in drug development, predicting new drugs' effects and side effects by analyzing vast amounts of biological data (Mak&Pichika, 2019; Paul et al., 2021).

(iii) Agriculture: Although lagging in AI application, agriculture has seen interesting use cases emerge recently. Agricultural robots, for instance, can use AI for automated crop picking and sorting, greatly improving production efficiency (Martini et al., 2022). AI can also monitor farmland by analyzing satellite imagery to predict crop growth and pest outbreaks. (Victor et al., 2022; Sykas et al., 2022; Bassine et al., 2023).

(iv) Manufacturing: the manufacturing industry also faces challenges in AI application but has seen success stories. Manufacturers can achieve intelligent production by using AI to automatically adjust production line operations to meet market demand (Ong et al., 2020).

AI can also predict equipment failures, allowing for preemptive maintenance and reducing the risk of production downtime (Ge et al., 2022;
Dosluoglu & MacDonald, 2022; Mangal & Kumar, 2016; Nelson et al., 2023).

In summary, AI technology has progressed in various industries but also faces challenges. These challenges relate to technological maturity, industry characteristics, market demand, and the policy environment. From an industrial perspective, to fully unleash the potential of AI, each sector needs to collaborate deeply with technology providers, research institutions, government departments, and relevant think tanks to promote the development and application of AI collectively.

3. Socio-Cultural Impact of AI Technology:

The widespread adoption and application of AI technology have altered the competitive dynamics in the economy and industry and profoundly impacted society and culture. For example, applying AI puts many traditional job roles at risk of displacement while simultaneously creating many new employment opportunities. AI has also revolutionized sectors like education, healthcare, and entertainment, making services and products in these areas more intelligently adaptable and personalized. The societal impact of AI is multifaceted and continues to grow in depth and scope (Venkatasubramanian et al., 2020; Nelson et al., 2023; Tucker et al., 2020; Dignum, 2022; Hagerty & Rubino, 2019). Here, we will briefly explore the impact of AI in different social domains and their associated challenges and opportunities. Firstly, (i) labor market transformation is one of AI’s most direct and noticeable societal impacts. Traditional, repetitive, and low-skill jobs, such as customer service, data entry, and basic manufacturing tasks, face the risk of automation (Chui et al., 2016). However, this also means that more opportunities are emerging in high-skill and creative areas, such as AI algorithm design, machine learning research, and strategic planning for artificial intelligence (Brynjolfsson & McAfee, 2017). This labor market transformation requires workers to continually learn and adapt to meet the challenges posed by technology. Secondly, (ii) the field of education is also deeply affected by AI. Traditional teaching models are being replaced by intelligent tutoring systems and personalized learning platforms that can adjust based on a student’s progress and interests, offering a more personalized learning experience (Woolf, 2010). Moreover, AI can assist educators in analyzing students’ learning data, predicting learning difficulties, and providing timely assistance and support (Baker & Siemens, 2014). In the (iii) healthcare sector, AI is changing how diseases are diagnosed and treated. For instance, deep learning techniques can help doctors diagnose diseases like cancer, diabetes, and heart disease more quickly and accurately; AI is also used in drug development, predicting the effects and side effects of new medications by analyzing large sets of biological data (Esteva et al., 2017). The (iv) entertainment industry is also impacted by AI. For example, AI can be used to create music, films, and games, providing
richer and more varied entertainment experiences. It can also enhance user experience by recommending content tailored to individual preferences through algorithmic curation (Goodfellow et al., 2016). However, the proliferation and application of AI also raise a series of social and ethical issues, such as data privacy and security, technological unemployment, and biases and unfairness in AI decision-making (Crawford & Calo, 2016). These issues require the collective effort of governments, businesses, and societies to develop appropriate policies and laws to ensure the healthy and sustainable development of AI technology. The spread and application of AI are profoundly changing our society and culture, bringing many opportunities and challenges.

III. Fairness and Non-Discrimination: Examining the Importance of Public Deliberation in Training with Biased Data"

According to the National Science and Technology Council's "Guidelines for Research and Development(R&D) in Artificial Intelligence" [9], the principle of "Fairness and Non-discrimination" states that "researchers should strive to ensure that AI systems, software, algorithms, and other technologies, as well as their decision-making processes, are Human-Centered, equally respecting the fundamental human rights and dignity of all individuals, avoiding risks of bias and discrimination, and establishing external feedback mechanisms." Under this guideline, it is crucial to consider whether AI systems may generate biases and discrimination that violate the spirit of Human-Centered values.

As previously mentioned, the rapid development and application of AI technology, playing a pivotal role in various fields from financial forecasting and medical diagnosis to social media recommendations, has raised increasing concerns about potential biases and discrimination in decision-making processes (O'Neil, 2016). Firstly, AI systems' decision-making often relies on extensive data, which may originate from historical records or user behavior. However, if these data inherently contain biases, AI systems might 'learn' these biases during training, subsequently reproducing them in future decisions (Barocas & Selbst, 2016). For example, if past recruitment data shows a lower hiring rate for certain genders or ethnic groups, an AI recruitment system trained on this data might be biased against recommending candidates from these groups. Secondly, even if the data itself is unbiased, biases can still arise in AI systems during data processing. This is because AI models might overfit certain data features during training, thereby overlooking other crucial information (Zhang et al., 2021). Such overfitting can lead to unfair decision-making in practical applications. To address these issues, researchers and engineers have developed various methods to enhance the fairness of AI systems and reduce discrimination. One approach is the use of 'fairness constraints,' which involves incorporating specific justice and ethical fairness constraints during the model training process to ensure that the model's decisions do not adversely affect certain groups (Zafar et al., 2017). Another method is 'post-processing,' which adjusts the decision outcomes of models after training to ensure fairness (Hardt et al., 2016). Besides
technical methods, increasing the transparency and explainability of AI systems is also considered key to addressing bias and discrimination (Doshi-Velez & Kim, 2017). If users and decision-makers can clearly understand the decision-making processes and bases of AI systems, they are better equipped to identify and correct potential biases.

The decision-making process of AI can be influenced by its training data, leading to biases and discrimination. This not only potentially results in unfair treatment of certain groups but also poses threats to the harmony and stability of society (Buolamwini & Gebru, 2018). For instance, when AI technology is applied in medical diagnosis, if its training data primarily consists of medical records from a specific group, the AI system might produce inaccurate or even erroneous diagnoses for another specific group (Obermeyer et al., 2019). This could lead to not only a waste of overall governmental medical resources but also severe threats to the health and safety of many patients. Additionally, the application of AI technology in the financial sector, such as credit scoring and loan approval, might also result in unfair treatment of certain groups due to biases in its inherent algorithms or training samples. For example, if an AI credit scoring system's training data mainly consists of credit records from high-income groups, the system might be overly conservative in assessing the credit risk of low-income groups, thereby rejecting their loan applications. These issues are related not only to the limitations of AI technology itself and costs (resources and funds) but also to the quality and diversity of its training data (Chouldechova & Roth, 2018). Therefore, to ensure the fairness and non-discrimination of AI technology, efforts need to be made in multiple aspects. Firstly, more diverse and comprehensive training data must be collected to ensure that AI systems can better understand, represent, and reflect the diversity of the real world (Gebru et al., 2018). Secondly, more advanced AI models and algorithms need to be developed to reduce inherent algorithmic biases and discrimination (Kearns & Roth, 2019). Lastly, human oversight and review of AI systems must be strengthened to ensure their fairness and non-discrimination in practical applications (Raji et al., 2020). These points indicate that the challenges are not only related to the technology itself but also closely linked to how we should consider the ethical and justice implications of AI applications.

When discussing the ethics and justice of AI, it is imperative to consider how technology affects people's lives and rights. For example, AI technology might exacerbate social inequalities, benefiting some groups while harming others, potentially leading to societal division and conflict, and posing threats to social harmony and stability (Jobin, Ienca, & Vayena, 2019). Therefore, it is necessary to ensure that the development and application of AI technology are just and ethical, respecting the rights and dignity of every individual. To achieve this goal, efforts must be made in multiple areas. Firstly, ethical and justice education regarding AI technology must be strengthened, enabling researchers and engineers to understand and recognize the potential risks and challenges of AI technology. Secondly, a set of just and transparent guiding principles and standards must be established to guide the development and application of AI technology (Taiwo et al.,
These principles and standards should be based on human rights and dignity, ensuring that the development and application of AI technology do not infringe upon these rights. Thirdly, the regulation and review of AI technology must be strengthened to ensure its fairness and non-discrimination in practical applications. This includes establishing a just and transparent evaluation and review mechanism to assess the potential risks and challenges of AI technology and ensuring that it does not infringe upon human rights and dignity. Fourthly, rational public participation and social supervision must be strengthened, enabling the public to participate in the decision-making process of the development and application of AI technology, ensuring that it aligns with societal values and expectations.

Rational public participation plays a crucial role in the development and application of AI technology. Not only can it ensure that the development and application of AI technology are more just and ethical, but it can also enhance public trust and acceptance of AI technology. When the rational public participates in the decision-making process of AI technology, they can provide valuable opinions and suggestions, helping researchers and engineers better understand and address the potential risks and challenges of AI technology. Additionally, rational public participation can provide a platform for different stakeholders to discuss and negotiate. This underscores the importance of public participation and deliberation in discussions about the ethics and justice of AI. Rational public involvement ensures that the development and application of AI technology are more transparent and align more closely with societal values and expectations (Eubanks, 2018). Additionally, it provides a platform for various stakeholders to collectively discuss and decide on the direction and strategies for AI technology development and application (Hagendorff, 2020). This ensures that the development and application of AI technology are more just and ethical and strengthens public trust and acceptance of AI technology. Rational public participation plays a key role in developing and applying AI technology. Firstly, it offers a deliberative platform for the public to understand AI technology’s potential risks and challenges and provide their opinions and suggestions. This ensures that the development and application of AI technology align with public needs and expectations, and mitigates potential risks and challenges. Secondly, rational public participation also enhances public trust and acceptance of AI technology. When the public is involved in the decision-making process of AI technology development and application, they are more likely to trust and accept AI technology and are more willing to use and support it (Dignum, 2019).

IV. AI Justice and Rational Public Deliberative Participation

The development and application of AI technology involve not only technical issues but also social, cultural, and political aspects. In this context, public deliberative participation becomes a key factor in ensuring the fairness and non-discrimination of AI technology (Fraser, 1990). Public deliberation provides diverse perspectives and opinions and enhances the social legitimacy and acceptance of AI technology (Gutmann & Thompson,
In today's technological era, AI has permeated various aspects of our lives, including healthcare, transportation, and finance. However, as AI becomes more widespread, the ethical and justice issues it raises are increasingly attracting societal attention (Bryson, 2018). Against this backdrop, public deliberation is crucial in guiding the direction of AI technology, ensuring that its development is a technological advancement and a social and moral progression (Latour, 2004).

The core concept of public deliberation is the 'rational public,’ which involves open and rational discussions under conditions of equality and justice to reach collective decisions (Habermas, 1984). In the development and application of AI technology, public deliberation ensures that the direction and strategies of technology align with societal values and expectations, avoiding potential biases and discrimination (Young, 2000). For example, when AI is applied in urban planning and management, public participation in decision-making can ensure that AI applications are more just and reasonable, reflecting the public's expectations and needs for urban development (Fung, 2006). However, rational public deliberation in AI development and application faces many challenges. Firstly, the public may lack knowledge and understanding of AI technology, making it difficult for them to participate in and make decisions about its development and application (Jasanoff, 2003; Mittelstadt et al., 2016). Moreover, the process of public deliberation may be influenced and manipulated by certain stakeholders or vested interests, potentially leading to the neglect or distortion of public opinions and suggestions (Cath et al., 2018; Mansbridge et al., 2012).

Therefore, it is necessary to ensure that the process of rational public deliberation is just and transparent, providing sufficient resources and support for the public to effectively participate in and make decisions about the development and application of AI technology (Fishkin, 2009). To ensure the effectiveness of public deliberation, governments need to make efforts in several areas. Firstly, governments and educational institutions should strengthen public education and training in AI technology, enabling the public to understand its basic knowledge and principles and critically think about and assess its potential risks and challenges (Dahlberg, 2001). This can help the public participate more effectively in decision-making about AI development and application. Secondly, governments need to establish just and transparent mechanisms for public deliberation, ensuring that public opinions and suggestions are fully considered and reflected in the development and application of AI technology (Benhabib, 1996; Bietti, 2020). Thirdly, governments and policy implementers need to enhance communication and interaction with the public, providing objective indicators and suggestions for reference (Crawford & Calo, 2016), ensuring that the public fully understands the relevance and importance of AI technology development and application to their interests and national development (Dryzek, 2000).

In the academic realm, we closely monitor the rapid development of AI technology, highlighting the growing importance of rational public deliberative
participation. However, as AI is applied in various fields such as medical diagnosis, financial transactions, and traffic management, its decision-making processes and outcomes significantly impact the public's interests and rights (Boström, 2014). Yet, this impact may not be immediately apparent to the general public. Therefore, it is essential to ensure that the public has the right to participate in these decision-making processes, guaranteeing that the application of AI technology is fair and just (Vallor, 2016). To achieve this goal, it is crucial first to ensure that the public possesses sufficient knowledge and capability to engage in these discussions. As highlighted in this paper, a major challenge in public deliberative participation is ensuring that the participating public has enough knowledge and capability to engage in the discussion. The public's knowledge and capabilities refer not only to a basic understanding of AI technology but more importantly, to their ability to think critically, assess the potential risks and challenges of AI technology, and propose concrete suggestions and solutions (Turkle, 2015). For this purpose, governments need to strengthen public education, especially in STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics) fields, to cultivate the public's scientific literacy and technical abilities (Resnick & Wilensky, 1998). Additionally, governments need to provide more resources and platforms for the public to participate in the research and development of AI technology, thereby ensuring their right to speak during the deliberation process (O'Neil, 2016).

Besides enhancing the public's knowledge and capabilities, it is also necessary for governments to ensure the fairness and transparency of the deliberation process. This means establishing a just and transparent deliberative mechanism, ensuring that all rational participants can engage in discussions on equal terms and that their opinions and suggestions are fully considered (Rawls, 1971). Moreover, it is crucial to ensure that the results of public deliberation are effectively implemented. This requires establishing an effective implementation mechanism to ensure that the results of deliberation, as a form of "communicative action," are translated into practical policies and measures (Habermas, 1996). While many citizens in the academic community are well-informed and rational, not all well-educated and rational citizens can fully understand and evaluate the potential risks and challenges of AI technology (Anderson et al., 2021). Therefore, a system is needed to improve the AI literacy of the rational public through education and training, enabling them to participate more effectively in the deliberative process (Brey, 2012). Furthermore, public deliberation faces the challenge of ensuring the fairness and transparency of the participation process. In today's society, certain stakeholders may attempt to manipulate the deliberative process to maximize their interests (Fricker, 2021). To prevent this, a just and transparent deliberative mechanism must be established, ensuring that all participants can engage in discussions on equal terms and that their opinions and suggestions are fully considered (Gastil & Levine, 2005).

Further, we recognize the challenge in ensuring the effective implementation of the outcomes of public deliberation. Public deliberation results often involve multiple interests, and conflicts between these interests are common, such as in urban
redevelopment, the placement of mass transit systems, and the externalization of public construction costs (NIMBY effects). It's not always possible for decisions made through public deliberation to gain universal support and agreement (Mouffe, 2013). Therefore, governments need to establish more effective implementation mechanisms to ensure that the results of deliberation are translated into practical policies and measures, especially benefiting the most vulnerable populations (Niemeyer, 2014; Rawls, 1971). In light of this, it's evident that ensuring the effectiveness of public deliberative participation involves overcoming many challenges. These range from improving public technical literacy to establishing just and transparent deliberative mechanisms. Efforts are required from government entities, civil organizations, and rational citizens themselves to make systemic changes (Sunstein, 2017). Only through these efforts can we ensure that the development and application of AI technology are fair and just, gaining the support and recognition of the rational public (Floridi & Taddeo, 2016). This discussion underscores the crucial role of rational public participation in the development and application of AI technology. Governments need to ensure that the process of rational public participation is just and transparent, providing sufficient resources and support for the public to effectively participate in and make decisions about AI technology's development and application. Ultimately, this will ensure that the development and application of AI technology are just, ethically fair, and institutionally respectful of everyone's equal rights and autonomous dignity as citizens.

**V. AI and Autonomy: Human-Centered Ethical Approach**

The National Science and Technology Council's "Guidelines for Research and Development in Artificial Intelligence"[9] emphasize the principle of "Fairness and Non-discrimination," stating that "AI applications should assist human decision-making, and AI researchers should focus on enabling humans to retain complete and effective autonomy and control over these systems." However, the extent of human decision-making power in the recent development of AI technology faces significant challenges and impacts. For instance, human control over braking and lane changing in fully autonomous vehicles seems nearly nullified. Similarly, Taiwan's recent initiative to assist judges in drafting court decisions using AI raises questions about human autonomy and control in such scenarios. Understanding 'autonomy and control' in operational terms is crucial. Autonomy is typically understood as the ability of individuals to make choices freely based on their will and beliefs. At the same time, control refers to their ability to manage these choices and actions (Dworkin, 1988). In the context of AI, this implies that humans should be able to decide when and how to use AI technology and control its outputs and outcomes (Turkle, 2011).

In this digital and automated age, the pace of AI technology development far exceeds our expectations, posing unprecedented challenges to human autonomy and control in various domains (Bryson, 2016). From autonomous vehicles to medical diagnostics and financial transactions, AI technology gradually replaces human decision-making, raising significant ethical questions about the role of humans in the autonomous control systems.
making roles, threatening human autonomy and control (Scherer, 2016). We must recognize that the development of AI technology is not just a technological advancement but also a social and ethical challenge. The application of AI in various fields brings efficiency improvements and significant impacts on human autonomy and control (Vallor, 2016). For example, AI in medical diagnostics could challenge doctors’ professional judgments, shifting treatment decisions from doctors to AI systems (Char, 2018). Moreover, the development of AI raises numerous ethical and moral issues, such as its application in the judicial system potentially affecting the fairness and justice of legal decisions (Dressel & Farid, 2018). When AI technology is applied in financial trading, it could potentially shift decision-making from humans to AI systems, posing a serious threat to the fairness and transparency of financial markets (Chui & Zeng, 2016). Thus, we must recognize that the development of AI technology is not just a technological advancement but also a social and ethical challenge. It is imperative to ensure that AI development occurs within a moral and ethical framework, safeguarding human autonomy and control (Bostrom, 2014). This necessitates establishing a comprehensive legal and policy framework to ensure that AI development adheres to principles of fairness and justice (Cath et al., 2018), protecting our inherent and cherished human autonomy and control.

However, as AI technology advances, this autonomy and control seem to be gradually eroding. For instance, in medical diagnostics, patients might rely entirely on AI recommendations, overlooking their bodily sensations and intuition (Topol, 2019). Similarly, investors might depend solely on AI advice in financial trading, ignoring market dynamics and risks (Pasquale, 2015). This over-reliance on AI technology could lead to a loss of human autonomy and control in many critical decisions, posing not just a technological issue but also a moral and ethical one. If humans lose autonomy and control, AI technology could entirely dominate our lives and future, threatening our freedom and dignity (Harari, 2018). To address this, we need to rethink the direction and goals of AI development. In this digital age, expectations of technology are increasing, while expectations of each other seem to be decreasing. What lies behind this phenomenon? Turkle (2011) points out that with technological advancement, people increasingly rely on machines for various tasks, reducing human-to-human interaction. This affects social skills and poses serious challenges to human autonomy and control. Over-reliance on technology can lead to losing control over our lives, such as excessive dependence on smartphones for information and communication, potentially leading to social alienation (Przybylski & Weinstein, 2013). Moreover, over-reliance on AI for decision-making could threaten human autonomy and control (O’Neil, 2016). This phenomenon also reflects a significant trend in contemporary society: the pace of technological development far exceeds human adaptability, often leaving people reliant on technology for various tasks (Carr, 2010).

The issue at hand extends beyond mere technological concerns; it fundamentally pertains to moral and ethical dimensions. The potential loss of human autonomy and
control to technology poses a profound threat to our freedom and dignity, as highlighted by Zuboff (2019). This situation underscores the necessity of adhering to a Human-Centered approach in technological development, emphasizing that "technology originates from human nature." Such an approach is crucial to prevent the technological erosion of our intrinsic freedoms and autonomous dignity. In the rapid development of AI technology, we need to ensure that its development is "Human-Centered," not "technology-utility-centric." This means enhancing human welfare through AI, not merely pursuing technological utility maximization (see Floridi & Cowls, 2019; Morozov, 2013). Additionally, we must ensure that AI development occurs under principles of fairness and justice. This involves ensuring that AI applications do not lead to social inequality and discrimination and that everyone can benefit equitably from AI advancements (Eubanks, 2018; Mittelstadt & Floridi, 2016). Therefore, the questions and challenges surrounding "AI ethics and justice" and "autonomy and control" are complex and urgent. We need in-depth research and discussion on this issue and effective measures to ensure that AI development occurs under principles of fairness and justice, safeguarding human autonomy and control against the threats posed by rapid technological advancement (see Vinuesa et al., 2020; Winner, 2010).

IV. Conclusion
In conclusion, this paper has delved into the justice and democratic aspects of the National Science and Technology Council's AI Research and Development Guidelines. It began by examining the issues of epistemic injustice and social injustice in AI, exploring the question of whether AI can achieve the common good and well-being. Subsequently, through a discussion on 'Fairness and Non-Discrimination,' the paper highlighted the significance of Rational Public Deliberative Participation in correcting biased data. Finally, in addressing the issue of autonomy, a call was made for a 'Human-Centered Approach' as a means to achieve substantial AI justice. This comprehensive analysis underscores the multifaceted challenges posed by AI technology, emphasizing the need for a balanced approach that considers ethical, social, and democratic dimensions. By advocating for a human-centered approach, the paper stresses the importance of maintaining human autonomy and control in the face of rapidly advancing AI technologies. It also points out the critical role of public participation and deliberation in shaping AI development, ensuring that it aligns with societal values and addresses issues of fairness and bias. The paper's exploration of these themes contributes to the ongoing discourse on AI ethics and governance, offering insights into how we can steer AI development towards benefiting society as a whole. It calls for collaborative efforts among policymakers, technologists, ethicists, and the public to create AI systems that are not only technologically advanced but also socially responsible and ethically sound.
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